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SIGNATURE SWATCHES
TIE-DYE PRIZMS

Look for these on-card autographs, featuring a swatch of race-used material. Find the base versions along with 4 prizm parallel versions.

* White Prizms: #’d/50 or less
* Tie-Dye Prizms: #’d/24 or less
* Gold Prizms: #’d/10 or less
* Checkered Flag Prizms: #’d/1

SIGNATURE SWATCHES DUALS
GOLD PRIZMS

These on-card autographs feature 2 swatches of race-used materials.

* White Prizms: #’d/50 or less
* Tie-Dye Prizms: #’d/24 or less
* Gold Prizms: #’d/10 or less
* Checkered Flag Prizms: #’d/1

SIGNATURE SWATCHES TRIPLES
CHECKERED FLAG PRIZMS

Find 3 swatches of race-used materials on these on-card autographs.

* White Prizms: #’d/50 or less
* Tie-Dye Prizms: #’d/24 or less
* Gold Prizms: #’d/10 or less
* Checkered Flag Prizms: #’d/1
SELECT SHEET METAL

Exclusively race-used sheet metal can be found on these memorabilia cards.

* Blue Prizms: #d/199 or less
* Red Prizms: #d/99 or less
* Gold Prizms: #d/10 or less
* Checkered Flag Prizms: #d/1

SELECT PAIRS BLUE PRIZM

These memorabilia cards feature dual swatches of race-used materials.

* Blue Prizms: #d/199 or less
* Red Prizms: #d/99 or less
* Gold Prizms: #d/10 or less
* Checkered Flag Prizms: #d/1

ENDORSEMENTS

Endorsements features on-card autographs of some of the best drivers of NASCAR’s past and present.

* Blue Prizms: #d/199 or less
* Red Prizms: #d/99 or less
* Gold Prizms: #d/10 or less
* Checkered Flag Prizms: #d/1
**SELECT NASCAR RACING**

**HOT PASS**

This is the hardest tier of the base set that you’ll need to complete your collection. Look for these cards to fall approximately 1 per box.

**PIT PASS**

The complete base set comprises 140 cards, but these Pit Pass cards (#101-130) will be much tougher to get in your collection. Look for only 2-3 of these in every box.

* Grandstand - #1-100
* Pit Pass - #101-130
* Hot Pass - #131-140

**SIGNATURE PAINT SCHEMES**

Signature Paint Schemes features on-card autographs paired with images from the most iconic paint schemes in NASCAR.

* Blue Prizms: #’d/199 or less
* Red Prizms: #’d/99 or less
* Gold Prizms: #’d/10 or less
* Checkered Flag Prizms: #’d/1
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HOBBY CONFIGURATION

- **5 CARDS** PER PACK
- **12 PACKS** PER BOX
- **12 BOXES** PER CASE

BOX BREAK

12 - PRIZM PARALLELS,
3 - PIT PASS (SPS),
1 - HOT PASS (SSPS),
3 - SPEED MERCHANTS,
2 - UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL,
1 - SELECT STARS,
2 - AUTOGRAPHS AND
3 - MEMORABILIA CARDS.

SELLING POINTS

- Find 2 autographs and 3 memorabilia cards per box.
- Look for 9 different Prizm parallels, including 8 parallels that are #’d/299 or less.
- The base set includes 3 levels of cards from common (1-100) to SP (101-130) to SSP (131-140).
- Look for the new Signature Paint Schemes, featuring on-card autographs.